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PERSPECTIVES ON PROFICIENCY UNIT 6, VOCABULARY WORKSHEET  

A. Complete the sentences with an appropriate word from the table: 

 

1. Owing to the widespread political corruption many voters have become 

____________ with politics. 

2. There were only a few ___________ incidents of violent behavior. 

3. She has been accused of ___________ the company funds to her benefit. 

4. We could hear the wind howling outside as the storm _____________. 

5. In my view, material possessions do not necessarily bring ______________. 

6. More specific and less ______________ criteria should be used in selecting 

people for promotion within the company. 

7. If I were you, I’d be less ________________ about people. I’d try not to 

criticize them and form opinions too quickly. 

8. The direction we had to follow was _______________-we had to go north 

first before we went south. 

9. A black widow spider has a ______________ red hourglass marking on its 

stomach. 

10. This article gives a really ___________ view of what happened and should 

not be trusted as a source. 

11. The survey __________ the mistaken notion that money can buy happiness. 

distinctive distorted subjective maintained 

inherent counter-intuitive misusing eye-opener 

isolated favoritism prosperity recurring 

constitutes asserted urge disenchanted 

judgmental contentment dispels intensified 



12. Parents should vehemently deny showing ______________ towards one 

child in particular. 

13. Upon hearing the news of his promotion, Mark felt the ____________ to 

scream out loud. 

14. Studying abroad can be a real ______________ as it teaches life skills and 

new facts about life and people. 

15. The shutdown of the factory _____________ a major threat to the local 

economy. 

16. A woman’s place in society is a ______________ theme in Jane Austen’s 

novels. 

17. Despite the ___________ risk, the climbers decided to proceed with their 

ascent. 

18. The Prime Minister ____________ that he had no intention of resigning. 

19. The war was followed by a long period of peace and ____________. 

20. Throughout his prison sentence, Frank has always ______________ his 

innocence. 

 

B. Complete using an appropriate word: 

1. She felt nervous at the interview, but her anxieties soon began to _______ 

into the background. 

2. The firm was accused of ________ against people over 50. 

3. On finding new evidence, the police _______ in motion a series of 

investigations. 

4. When I heard a scream from outside, I stopped in my __________. 

5. The villas on this side of the island are by and ________ holiday homes. 

6. Lending money to a stranger was a serious _________ of judgment. 

7. The slight frown on Liam’s face was a subtle _________ that he wasn’t 

pleased to see us. 

8. In an emergency situation, a pilot needs to be able to make _______-second 

decisions. 

9. She has made a _________ for herself as a very creative thinker. 

10. Having a great deal in common, the two students formed a ____________ 

friendship. 

11. Of the two suggestions, I prefer the former not the __________. 



12. The author prides in the originality of her book but to all ___________ and 

purposes, it’s a duplication of earlier efforts. 

13. Public speaking may push some beyond their ___________ zones. 

14. It’s probably not a good idea to start making ____________ in your first 

week in a job. 

15. The artist rose to ______________ in the 1990s with 1994 being his most 

prolific year. 

16. The trail is a popular _______________ facility and is used by more than 

20,000 walkers, runners and cyclists annually. 

17. Nowadays more and more people indulge in the instant ________________ 

of online shopping. 

18. Without giving it a second thought, I made a ________ decision to sign up 

for the singing competition. 

19. We were unable to reach a ____________ about membership fees, so we 

had to vote. 

20. Visitors to the game reserve have the rare ______________ of seeing the 

Big Five game animals in their natural habitat. 

 

C. Fill in the blanks with the correct preposition:  

1. Training staff to use the new software will benefit the company _____ the 

long run. 

2. People mostly derive a great deal of enjoyment and a sense of satisfaction 

________ volunteering. 

3. My boss has a tendency _______ make irrational decisions based on 

emotions. 

4. The media gave prominence _____ the story and covered it extensively. 

5. Local people are prepared to put ____ a fight to save the forest. 

6. They are demolishing the old building to make way ______ an arts center. 

7. The city has decided to invest _____ new facilities for the public. 

8. As a newspaper editor, she often draws _____ her experience as an artist. 

9. Did you read _____ ______ Helen’s background before offering her a job? 

10. Lucy’s mode ____ thought is always precise and rational. 

11. Most people are very sensitive ______ criticism. 



12. Independent travellers love to fend _____ themselves when exploring 

remote locations. 

13. I am ______ two minds about taking the position although the job title 

sounds good. 

14. Regular exercise and a balanced diet can contribute ______ both physical 

and mental health. 

15. New pension laws have come ________ play thus affecting the retirement 

security of many employees. 

16. The agreement is still subject _____ approval by the League’s teams and 

players. 

17. After weighing ______ the pros and cons, we decided to move to the 

countryside. 

18. The plans for the new shopping center ran ______ _________ fierce local 

opposition. 

19. We still haven’t settled ______ a name for the baby. 

20. There’s no need to dwell ______ the situation too much. 

 

D. Complete using the correct form of the words provided at the end of each 

sentence: 

1. Thanks to medical advances, life _________________ is increasing all the 

time. EXPECT 

2. What’s your ________________ of this piece of abstract art? INTERPRET 

3. Research shows the strong ______________ of good food to physical well-

being and health. CONTRIBUTE 

4. Teaching is a stressful profession but it offers a great sense of 

________________. FULFIL 

5. The new secretary’s ________________ and vanity made her unpopular 

with her colleagues. ARROGANT 

6. There is a great deal of ________________ between the two neighboring 

countries. HOSTILE 

7. The ______________ of the toys soon wore off and the children became 

bored with them. NOVEL 

8. In the film she is depicted as a cold and ___________________ character. 

CALCULATE 



9. __________________ is a necessary quality in an ever-changing 

environment. ADAPT 

10. This is just a convenient ____________________ for something you 

wanted to do anyway. RATIONAL  

11. It’s not yet clear what the ___________________ of the new legislation 

will be for small businesses. IMPLY 

12. She studied ________________ psychology in college. BEHAVE 

13. Students can prove their _________________ by performing well in the 

exam. COMPETE 

14. If you really want a promotion, you’ll have to be more _________________. 

ASSERT 

15. It is __________________ whether this is the best course of action or 

not. ARGUE 

16. Male lions in a pride have _______________ over the female ones and their 

cubs. DOMINATE 

17. To our dismay, many Olympic facilities are still _______________ after 

the 2004 Olympic Games. UTILIZE 

18. Teachers aim to assess the _______________ of the language used by 

their students in different contexts. APPROPRIATE 

19. Raising money to build an animal shelter is definitely a ____________ 

cause. WORTH 

20. The village is isolated and _________________ only by helicopter. ACCESS 

 

 


